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This article explores the meaning of the root k-f-r in the Quran, questioning 
the practice of translating the noun kāfir as “infidel.” It argues for a distinction 
between the idiomatic phrasal verb kafara bi-, which does mean to reject or dis-
believe, and the simple intransitive verb kafara and its deverbal nouns, which are 
used in the Quran in a large number of different ways. This polysemy is explored 
through contextual readings of Quran passages. It is argued that the noun kāfir, 
unlike the verb kafara, is used only with regard to adherents of traditional polythe-
ism and is not deployed in an unmodified way with regard to Jews and Christians. 
The possible influence on the Arabic kafara of Greek and Latin conceptions is 
also broached.
Kafara in the Quran has been taken by most exegetes to mean “to deny, reject,” and the active 
participle kāfir has most frequently been translated as “infidel, unbeliever” (these renderings 
are the common ones in Quran translations, which tend to translate them unvaryingly). 1 A 
careful observer is struck, however, by how many different meanings words derived from 
the triliteral root k-f-r have in the Quran. 2 Here I will argue for a set of distinctions, some 
grammatical and some lexical, that will help explain this variety of usages. Debates on the 
meaning of the verb kafara in the Quran have been hobbled in part by a failure to distinguish 
between two different forms of the verb—the transitive verb phrase kafara bi-, “to deny or 
reject,” and the intransitive simple verb kafara. Until recently, Arabic linguistics paid little 
attention to the difference between simple and phrasal verbs. In contrast, this phenomenon 
has preoccupied English linguistics since the beginning of the discipline, given how rich that 
language is in verb-preposition combinations. We turn at the intersection but turn down an 
offer, or we get some food but get up in the morning. Where the preposition is key to the 
meaning, it is called an idiomatic phrasal verb. I propose that kafara bi-, “to deny or reject,” 
the preposition of which takes an oblique object, is such an idiomatic phrasal verb in Arabic. 3 
On the other hand, I will show that the simple intransitive verb kafara and the nouns 
deriving from it as used in the Quran are characterized by polysemy, whereby words with 
different meanings but common roots are recognized by native speakers as belonging to a 
1. This observation is true even of such academic renderings as A. J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, 2 vols. 
(New York: MacMillan, 1970) and S. H. Nasr et al., The Study Quran: A New Translation and Commentary (New 
York: HarperOne, 2015). I am grateful to the two anonymous referees for JAOS who made valuable comments on 
an earlier draft of this paper along with important bibliographical suggestions, allowing me to improve it. Some of 
the extended arguments in this piece (along with their supporting citations) were foreshadowed in a few passages 
of my Muhammad: Prophet of Peace amid the Clash of Empires (New York: Bold Type Books, 2018), esp. 20–21, 
60–63, and 112–13 and notes. Quran translations are my own.
2. M. R. Waldman, “The Development of the Concept of Kufr in the Qurʾān,” JAOS 88.3 (1968): 442–55, at 
447, but this point has tended to be ignored by subsequent authors and translators. Her conclusion that we see a 
gradual progression in meaning from “ingratitude” or “concealment” in early chapters to “disbelief” in later ones, 
however, does not seem to me to take into account sufficiently the polysemous character of the term.
3. T. Izutsu, Ethico-Religious Concepts in the Qurʾān (Montreal: McGill-Queens Univ. Press, repr. 2002), e.g., 
124, does not make a distinction between the transitive phrasal verb and the intransitive simple verb, and neither 
does Waldman, “Development of the Concept of Kufr.”
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family of senses. There is a difference between homonymy, where two words have the same 
lexical form but different meanings (e.g., “stalk” as part of a plant and “stalk” meaning to 
follow or harass), and polysemy, where two words derive from a common sense but carry dif-
ferent meanings—hence, the drink in “I want a drink” could refer to any sort of beverage or 
specifically to an alcoholic one, but both of these deverbal nouns derive from the same verb. 4 
In turn, polysemy is of two sorts. Logical polysemy in deverbal nouns is their development in 
coming to denote distinct but related meetings. Idiosyncratic polysemy occurs when deverbal 
nouns develop semantically, through historical accident or other processes, in directions that 
take them away from the meaning of the original verb that generated them. Of course, if they 
diverge too dramatically, these words simply become homonyms. 5
One of the motors for the semantic differentiation of deverbal nouns is the influence of 
other languages. Bilingual speakers often imbue words in one language with a meaning 
drawn from a word in another, a phenomenon called “loanshift,” and sometimes entire idio-
matic phrases are translated from one to the other, typically called “calques.” 6 Not only have 
analysts of the meaning of quranic vocabulary insufficiently attended to fine morphological 
and semantic distinctions, but they have often assumed it to lack a context and intertextual 
embeddedness in late antiquity. It seems likely that Greek, as Fergus Millar maintained, 
functioned as an urban standard in the late Roman Near East of the fifth and sixth centu-
ries. 7 Greek coexisted in the Levant with Aramaic dialects, but Arabic-speakers in Syria and 
Transjordan had their own traditions of interacting with Greek. They had lived in the Eastern 
Roman empire, under Roman rule or on its peripheries, since the conquests of Trajan in 106 
Ce. The Petra papyri, discovered in the early 1990s and now published in five volumes, con-
tain correspondence between the years of 537 and 593, generated by an elite Arabic-speak-
ing family that used Greek for formal purposes. Nathanael Andrade termed Gerasa in late 
antiquity “a Greek city of Arabian ethnos.” Archeologists have discovered bilingual Arabic 
and Greek inscriptions, including even some by Bedouin. 8 Arabophone Christianity was a 
4. F. Recanati, “Contextualism and Polysemy,” dialectica 71.3 (2017): 379–97; G. R. Hawting, The Idea of 
Idolatry and the Emergence of Islam: From Polemic to History (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999), 49, 
adverts briefly to the polysemy of the root k-f-r in the Quran.
5. G. Pethö, “What is Polysemy? A Survey of Current Research and Results,” in Pragmatics and the Flexibility 
of Word Meaning, ed. E. Németh T. and K. Bibok (Amsterdam: Elsevier Science, 2001), 175–224.
6. For loanshifts, see F. W. Field, Linguistic Borrowing in Bilingual Contexts (Amsterdam: J. Benjamins, 2002); 
J. Grzega, “Lexical-Semantic Variables,” in The Handbook of Historical Sociolinguistics, ed. J. M. Hernández-
Campoy and J. C. Conde-Silvestre (Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2012), chap. 15; A. Alvanoudi, “Language 
Contact, Borrowing and Code Switching: A Case Study of Australian Greek,” Journal of Greek Linguistics 18 
(2018): 3–44, esp. 19–20. 
7. For the robust interpretation of the place of Greek in the later Roman Near East, see, e.g., F. Millar, A 
Greek Roman Empire: Power and Belief under Theodosius II (408–450) (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 
2006) chaps. 1, 3; idem, “The Evolution of the Syrian Orthodox Church in the Pre-Islamic Period: From Greek to 
Syriac?,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 21.1 (2013): 43–92 and sources cited. For a canny assessment of how 
bilinguality worked in this era, see R. Stroumsa, “Greek and Arabic in Nessana,” in Documents and the History 
of the Early Islamic World, ed. A. T. Schubert and P. M. Sijpesteijn (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 143–57. For evidence 
of Greek-Arabic bilinguality in sixth-century Transjordan, see A. Al-Jallad and A. al-Manaser, “New Epigraphica 
from Jordan II: Three Safaitic-Greek Partial Bilingual Inscriptions,” Arabian Epigraphic Notes 2 (2016): 55–66; 
O. Al-Ghul, “Preliminary Notes on the Arabic Material in the Petra Papyri,” Topoi 14.1 (2006): 139–69, and for the 
primary sources on Petra, see J. Frösén et al., eds., The Petra Papyri, 5 vols. (Amman: American Center of Oriental 
Research, 2002–2018).
8. G. Fisher, Between Empires: Arabs, Romans, and Sasanians in Late Antiquity (New York: Oxford Univ. 
Press, 2011); I. Shahîd, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth Century, 2 vols. in 4 (Washington, DC: Dumbarton 
Oaks, 1995–2010); for Gerasa, see N. J. Andrade, Syrian Identity in the Greco-Roman World (New York: Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 2013), 163–69; for the Zebed inscription, see R. G. Hoyland, “Epigraphy and the Emergence of Arab 
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developed and widespread tradition in places like Najran, Petra, and Nessana. 9 The educated 
used Greek and Syriac for theological purposes, but the large communities of Arabophone 
Christians in Transjordan and Syria over centuries would have developed their own neolo-
gisms and culture. 10 As they adopted Christianity, Arab preachers would have needed Arabic 
technical terms for theology and homilies. 11 Texts preserving this sophisticated Christian 
Arabic of the Levant have not survived from the fifth and sixth centuries, but it is likely that 
its vocabulary is visible for the first time in the Quran, given the trade and cultural ties that 
bound the Hijaz and the Eastern Roman empire. Arabic theological vocabulary, then, devel-
oped in part because it was influenced by Greek, Aramaic, and Middle Persian.
the Cover-up
Although many contemporary translators and commentators have lost sight of the poly-
semy of k-f-r and its derivatives, it was recognized by medieval Muslim thinkers concerned 
with word meaning. One of the first Arabic dictionaries, Kitāb al-ʿAyn of al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad, 
begins by defining k-f-r as the opposite of faith (īmān) and as the opposite of gratitude 
(shukr). 12 He goes on, however, to give many other meanings, though in a piecemeal fash-
ion—the root can have to do with, for instance, hypocrisy or the coronation of a king. It also 
refers to villages (sing. kafr) in thinly populated terrain. Hundreds of years later, the North 
African lexicographer and court judge Muḥammad Ibn Manẓūr (d. ca. 1312), who settled 
in Mamluk Cairo, made a sophisticated linguistic argument for k-f-r and its derivatives as 
polysemous terms and put forward the principle by which its various forms are semantically 
related. 13 He saw the root’s different senses as issuing from the notion of “covering up” 
(taghṭiya, satara). In a concrete sense, the progressive particle kāfir, he says, can refer to a 
peasant farmer, who covers seeds with earth after planting them. A kāfir can also be a carrier 
of a concealed weapon, hidden beneath his robes. The verb kafara can mean to reject, and 
he argues that this sense derives from the action of covering up the truth of an assertion. It 
can mean to be ungrateful for a gift, inasmuch as the ingrate covers up the obligations of the 
Identity,” in From al-Andalus to Khurasan: Documents from the Medieval Muslim World, ed. P. Sijpesteijn et al. 
(Leiden: Brill, 2007), 219–42, esp. 231–32.
9. R. Hoyland, “The Language of the Qur’an and a Near Eastern Rip van Winkle,” in A Life with the Prophet? 
Examining Hadith, Sira and Qurʼan, ed. A. Fuess and S. Weninger (Berlin: EBVerlag, 2017), 17–43, at 39; idem, 
“Mount Nebo, Jabal Ramm, and the Status of Christian Palestinian Aramaic and Old Arabic in Late Roman Palestine 
and Arabia,” in The Development of Arabic as a Written Language, ed. M. C. A. Macdonald (Oxford: Archaeopress, 
2010), 29–45.
10. For Arabic-speaking communities in the Grecophone late Roman empire, see Fisher, Between Empires, 
64–71; Shahîd, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth Century; G. Fowden, Empire to Commonwealth: Consequences 
of Monotheism in Late Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1993); G. W. Bowersock, Hellenism in Late 
Antiquity (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1990). 
11. For the problem of Near Eastern Christian Arabic in the years 200–600, see D. D. Grafton, “The Identity 
and Witness of Arab Pre-Islamic Arab Christianity: The Arabic Language and the Bible,” HTS Theological Studies 
70.1 (2014): 1–8; Hoyland, “Epigraphy and the Emergence of Arab Identity”; R. Stroumsa, “Greek and Arabic 
in Nessana”; L. Nehmé, “Aramaic or Arabic? The Nabataeo-Arabic Script and the Language of the Inscriptions 
Written in This Script,” in Arabic in Context: Celebrating 400 Years of Arabic at Leiden University, ed. A. Al-Jallad 
(Leiden: Brill, 2017), 75–98; eadem, “New Dated Inscriptions (Nabataean and Pre-Islamic Arabic) from a Site 
near al-Jawf, Ancient Dūmah, Saudi Arabia,” Arabian Epigraphic Notes 3 (2017): 121–64; A. Al-Jallad and 
A. al-Manaser, “New Epigraphica from Jordan I: A Pre-Islamic Arabic Inscription in Greek Letters and a Greek 
Inscription from North-Eastern Jordan,” Arabian Epigraphic Notes 1 (2015): 51–70.
12. Al-Khalīl b. Aḥmad al-Farāhīdī, Kitāb al-ʿAyn, ed. ʿA. Hindāwī, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 
2003), 4: 38–39.
13. Muḥammad Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al-ʿarab, 15 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Ṣādir, 1956), 5: 141–48.
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heart. With a preposition, the intensive form kaffara ʿan can mean “to absolve,” i.e., when 
God covers up the past sins of the penitent. The comparative religionist Toshihiko Izutsu 
accepted the underlying senses of “covering up” and “ingratitude” for these words. 14
The association of words deriving from this root with covering up obtains in other Semitic 
languages as well, suggesting that Ibn Manẓūr was on to something. The noun kafr occurs 
in Dadanitic inscriptions from around Ula in northern Arabia (now Saudi Arabia), likely 
dating to the last centuries of the first millennium bCe. The OCIANA database contains 
several instances of this word, meaning in these inscriptions “tomb,” so that it is cognate to 
the Arabic qabr. Since a tomb is a means of covering up a corpse, this sense of the term is 
understandable. One Dadanitic inscription found in the early twentieth century on a stone in 
the vicinity of Ula records that one ʿAbd Kharag “built this tomb for him and for his descen-
dants, the whole of this tomb.” In both occurrences, “this tomb” is inscribed h- kafr. 15 
The root appears in other Semitic languages. The Akkadian kapāru can mean “to efface” 
or “to cleanse.” In Hebrew the root can mean to cover over, but also to propitiate (hence 
Yom Kippur or the day of atonement). It exists in Aramaic and Syriac in the sense of effac-
ing or wiping clean. 16 In Christian Syriac works it can mean “to reject,” “to be ungrateful,” 
and “to blaspheme,” covering some of the same terrain as the Arabic words from this root, 
though the Arabic family of senses does not match that of the Syriac exactly, contrary to 
what Édouard-Marie Gallez has alleged. 17 I concur with Walid Saleh that knowing the ety-
mology of a word, and awareness of its cognates, does not provide us with its exact meaning 
at any particular time and place, and for this reason the below examines Quran passages 
contextually. On the other hand, as Saleh admits, historical linguistics can often offer useful 
insights. 18
denial
Let us begin by considering how and where the root gives the sense of “to reject, deny” 
in the Quran. The early sura al-Balad (90) condemns the Meccan elite’s arrogance, pride in 
wealth, and disregard for the needy. It contrasts these heartless persons with moral exemplars 
who have believed and know the way through the difficult pass of high ethics, who free 
slaves, feed orphans, and provide nourishment to the poor. In contrast, “Those who have 
denied (kafarū bi-) our verses are companions of the left hand” (90:19). Note the preposition 
bi-. We have here a two-part or “phrasal” verb, which is idiomatic in that it requires for its 
meaning a preposition that takes an oblique object. This phrasal verb is not polysemous in 
the Quran for it always means to deny or reject. 
The simple verb kafara has a much wider range of signification, but it does occasionally 
overlap in meaning with the phrasal verb, despite being intransitive, inasmuch as it is con-
trasted with belief. For instance, al-Kahf 18:29: “And say, the truth is from your lord. So, let 
the one who wishes to, believe, and let the one who wishes to, decline (yakfur)”; al-Ghāfir 
14. Izutsu, Ethico-Religious, 119ff.
15. http://krc.orient.ox.ac.uk/ociana/corpus/pages/OCIANA_0037791.html. See also http://krc.orient.ox.ac.
uk/ociana/corpus/pages/OCIANA_0034216.html.
16. M. R. Zammit, A Comparative Lexical Study of Qurʾānic Arabic (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 355–66; L. Pullan, 
The Atonement (London: Longmans, Green, 1906), 255–56.
17. É.-M. Gallez, “La racine kfr, importance et significations biblique, post-biblique et coranique,” in Le texte 
arabe non islamique, ed. M.-Th. Urvoy and D. Urvoy (Versailles: Éditions de Paris, 2009), 67–87.
18. W. A. Saleh, “The Etymological Fallacy and Qurʾanic Studies: Muhammad, Paradise, and Late Antiquity,” 
in The Qurʾān in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations into the Qurʾānic Milieu, ed. A. Neuwirth et al. 
(Leiden: Brill, 2010), 649–94.
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40:10, addressing the pagans: “When you are called to faith, you decline (takfurūna)”; and 
al-Ḥajj 22:57: “Those who kafarū and impugned the veracity of our signs, a humiliating 
torment awaits them.” 19 
Even where words from k-f-r are contrasted with the verb “to believe” and nouns from 
that root, however, it cannot be assumed that they are always used as an exact antonym. 
After all, the impious and those who blaspheme are also the opposite of those who believe, 
but an impious person or blasphemer might not so much deny the existence of the sacred 
as belittle it or rebel against it. An example is Muḥammad 47:3, where it is written: “Those 
who kafarū followed falsehood (bāṭil) and those who believed (āmanū) followed the truth 
from their lord.” Kafara here has to do not with denying something but in positively uphold-
ing something that is wrong. This verse might be compared to Eph 4:27: “So then, putting 
away falsehood (pseudos), let all of us speak the truth to our neighbors, for we are members 
of one another.”
peasants and polytheists
The active participle kāfir most often functions as a noun rather than as a verbal noun in 
that it does not take an object, though the phrasal verbal noun kāfir bi- is attested (al-Anʿām 
6:89). Where it lacks a preposition, kāfir should be seen as deriving from the polysemous 
simple intransitive verb kafara and therefore cannot be assumed necessarily to mean “rejecter 
of something” or “infidel.” Rather, it has a wide range of meanings that can be discerned 
contextually. In al-Ḥadīd 57:20 the broken plural refers to rustic farmers: “Know that the life 
of this nether world is a game, a sport, a trinket, a mutual boast among yourselves and a mul-
tiplication of your wealth and children. It resembles rain whose resultant vegetation pleases 
the peasants (kuffār), but then it withers and you see it yellowing into chaff.” As al-Khalīl 
mentioned, kafr means village, reinforcing the rural connotation of the root. It may be that 
a secondary meaning of polytheist or adherent of traditional religion emerged because the 
population in the countryside was more likely than its urban counterpart to have clung to the 
old gods and resisted accepting monotheism. 
The root is also clearly associated in the Quran with polytheism. Al-Kāfirūn 109:1–6 
opens with: “Say: kāfirūna! I do not worship what you worship. Nor are you worshipping 
what I worship. Nor am I worshipping what you have worshipped. Nor are you worshipping 
what I worship. To you your religion and to me my religion.” There is an admission that the 
pagans have a religion, but it is simply castigated as a false one, which makes translating 
kāfir as “infidel” seem odd. That the dispute was over Muḥammad’s monotheism versus 
Arabian polytheism is demonstrated by Ṣād 38:4–5, which says of the pagans, “They marvel 
that a warner came to them from among them, and the kāfirūna said, ‘This is a lying sorcerer. 
Has he made the gods into only one God? That is an astonishing thing’.” This and many 
other verses demonstrate that the Quran came out at least in part of a milieu where there were 
adherents of traditional religion. 20
19. See also al-Baqara 2:253 and al-ʿImrān 3:106, among others. Because it would prejudice my search for the 
various meanings of k-f-r, I initially will not be translating words from that root.
20. This point is acknowledged by Hawting, Idea of Idolatry, but then downplayed in favor of seeing the kāfirūn 
and mushrikūn as in part Christians and Jews and suggesting at least obliquely that these verses were produced in 
a venue other than the early seventh-century Hijaz. I will argue against these theses. There is increasingly strong 
reason to see the Quran as early seventh century; see A. Hilali, The Sanaa Palimpsest: The Transmission of the 
Qur’an in the First Centuries AH (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, in association with the Institute for Ismaili Studies, 
2017), 22–21; B. Sadeghi and M. Goudarzi, “Ṣanʿāʾ l and the Origins of the Qurʾān,” Der Islam 87.1 (2012): 
1–129; more cautiously, F. Déroche, Qur’ans of the Umayyads: A First Overview (Leiden: Brill, 2014). What are 
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The identity of these pagans has been argued in the literature in recent decades, but it is 
increasingly clear that they are simply a provincial survival of Greco-Nabataean religion. In 
the Transjordan and northern Hijaz during centuries of Roman rule after 106 Ce, locals had 
often assimilated the North Arabian gods worshipped by Nabataeans and by Arabic speakers 
throughout the Near East to the Greek Olympians. The great goddess Allāt was generally 
identified with Athena, al-ʿUzza with Aphrodite, and Manat with Tykhe, though such iden-
tifications varied and were not uniform. Allāt-Athena or Athena Kyria is, however, widely 
attested in inscriptions throughout the Roman Near East and in the Decapolis. 21 An inscrip-
tion at Petra is dedicated to Zeus Hypsistos, the All-High God. 22 
Even as Christianity became hegemonic in the centuries after Constantine’s 312 conver-
sion, Gideon Avni has underlined that the archaeological record and literary sources make 
clear “the continuity of the pagan population” and the continued worship of betyls or stand-
ing stones outside the cities in the Near Eastern eparchies of the Eastern Roman empire 
of the sixth and seventh centuries. 23 Vocabulary in the Quran reflects this pagan remnant, 
which in the Roman empire was called gentiles in Latin and in the New Testament ἔθνη or 
ἐθνικοί (Matt 6:7, 6:32), for which I believe the Quran uses the loanshift ummī (cf. al-Jumʿa 
62:2: “He it is who sent to the gentiles (ummiyyīna) a messenger from among them to recite 
to them his verses and purify them and teach them the book and wisdom, even though they 
were aforetime in manifest error”). 24 Like Paul of Tarsus, Muḥammad had a mission to the 
gentiles, with the difference that Muḥammad himself sprang from a pagan population.
In the late Meccan sura al-Aʿrāf, 7:65–66, God sent the messenger Hūd to the people of 
the ʿĀd tribe to say to them, “People, worship God; you have no god but him. Will you not 
be godfearing? The assemblage of those who kafarū replied” that they viewed the ancient 
clearly first- and second-century hijrī Muslim rock inscriptions around Mecca and Medina are increasingly being 
discovered and published.
21. R. L Stein and P. Stein, The Anthropology of Religion, Magic, and Witchcraft, 4th ed. (London: Routledge, 
2015), 196–97; I. Rutherford, “Canonizing the Pantheon: The Dodekatheon in Greek Religion and Its Origins,” 
in The Gods of Ancient Greece: Identities and Transformations, ed. J. N. Bremmer and A. Erskine (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh Univ. Press, 2010), chap. 2; J. Teixidor, The Pagan God: Popular Religion in the Greco-Roman Near 
East (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1977); Han J. W. Drijvers, “Sanctuaries and Social Safety: The Iconography 
of Divine Peace in Hellenistic Syria,” in Commemorative Figures: Papers Presented to Dr. Th. P. van Baaren . . ., ed. 
H. G. Kippenberg et al. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1982), 65–75; J. F. Healey, The Nabataean Tomb Inscriptions of Mada’in 
Salih (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1994); idem, The Religion of the Nabataeans: A Conspectus (Leiden: Brill, 
2001), 80–81; P. Figueras, “Una cohorte hispana en el desierto del Néguev, a la luz de un hallazgo reciente,” Archivo 
español de arqueología 73.181–182 (2000): 273–78; F. Larché et al., Le Qasr al-Bint de Pétra: L’architecture, 
le décor, la chronologie et les dieux (Paris: Éditions Recherches sur les Civilisations, 2003); J. Moralee, “For 
Salvation’s Sake”: Provincial Loyalty, Personal Religion, and Epigraphic Production in the Roman and Late 
Antique Near East (London: Routledge, 2004), 86; W. D. Ward, “The 363 Earthquake and the End of Public 
Paganism in the Southern Transjordan,” Journal of Late Antiquity 9.1 (2016): 132–70, at 138–39. 
22. Larché, Qasr al-Bint, 109.
23. G. Avni, The Byzantine-Islamic Transition in Palestine: An Archaeological Approach (Oxford: Oxford Univ. 
Press, 2014), 191, 268–71, 283–85; Joannes Moschus, Pratum Spirituale, in Patrologiae cursus completus: Series 
graeca, 161 vols. in 166 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1857–1866), 87 (ll. 3023–26), tr. J. Wortley as The Spiritual Meadow 
(Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1992), 129; F. R. Trombley, Hellenic Religion and Christianization, c. 
370–529, 2 vols. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1993), 2: chap. 11.
24. F. de Blois, “Naṣrānī (Ναζωραiο̑ς) and ḥanīf (ἐθνικός): Studies on the Religious Vocabulary of Christianity 
and of Islam,” BSOAS 65.1 (2002): 1–30; for Christian demarcation of themselves from the polytheists, see 
H. Remus, “The End of ‘Paganism’?,” Studies in Religion/Sciences religieuses 33.2 (2004): 191–208, esp. 195–96; 
D. G. Horrell, “‘Race’, ‘Nation’, ‘People’: Ethnic Identity-Construction in 1 Peter 2.9,” New Testament Studies 58.1 
(2012): 123–43; J. M. Lieu, Christian Identity in the Jewish and Graeco-Roman World (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 
2004), chap. 8.
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prophet as a fool and a liar (for denying the pantheon of gods). In al-Anʿām (6) from around 
the same period, Muḥammad’s opponents are castigated: those who kafarū dismissed the 
Prophet’s narratives about the monotheistic prophets as “fables of the ancients” (6:25). Also 
castigated in the Quran is the association (shirk) of Allah with other divinities in a pantheon 
as a form of impiety (kufr) (Āl ʿImrān 3:151, in full: “We will cast fear into the hearts of 
those who kafarū inasmuch as they have associated with God (ashrakū) that for which he 
revealed no authority. Their refuge is the fire, and how miserable is the abode of wrongdo-
ers”), where kafara is equated to ashraka or the attribution of divine family members or 
associates to God, and al-Māʾida 5:90 forbids reverencing the standing stones (nuṣub). In 
contrast, God in the Quran is unique and unlike anything else (al-Ikhlāṣ 112). The concept of 
shirk may come from Sabaic in Yemen and be based on an analogy from sharecropping (the 
Ḥimyarite elite had its own monotheist revolution from 380 Ce and so developed a polemic 
against polytheism). 25
As the Quran depicts the situation in Mecca, the pagans viewed the Kaʿba as a Pantheon, 
against insistence in the Quran that the temple should be dedicated solely to the creator-God, 
Allah, as a site of monolatry (al-Jinn 72:18–19): “The temple belongs to God; do not call 
upon anyone else there alongside him. And when the Servant of God stood up there sup-
plicating him, they virtually swarmed around him.” This resembles the situation in Rawwāfa 
in the second century, where a Thamūd brigade serving as limitanei or border guards for the 
Roman governor at Bostra left behind bilingual Aramaic and Greek inscriptions at a temple 
dedicated to Alāhā/Theos. One inscription reads, “The temple which Shiddat, the priest of 
God [Alāhā], son of Megido, who is from Rabato, made for God . . . with the encouragement 
of our lord the governor;” another, “For the well-being of [Marcus] Aurelius Antoninus and 
Lucius Aurelius [Verus] . . . This is the temple which the brigade of Thamūd made.” 26 This 
site is, however, the only archeological attestation of a singular temple to Alāhā (viz., Allah 
in the Arabic of the Hijaz) in pre-Islamic times, though hundreds of Nabataean and Safaitic 
inscriptions contain theophoric names that refer to him. 
According to the Quran, the Meccan pagans acknowledged Allah as the creator-God (“If 
you asked them who created the heavens and the earth, they will say ‘Allah’,” Luqmān 
31:25), but made him part of a pantheon with divine associates and relatives. The argument 
of G. R. Hawting and Patricia Crone that it is wrong to think of the Allah of the pagans as 
a deus otiosus or “High God” in the terms of Victorian and early twentieth-century notions 
about the evolution of religion may be correct. 27 He is, however, in some way extraordi-
nary, lacking many temples but abundantly present in theophoric names. Given the long and 
frequent identification of Zeus with North Arabian deities such as Dushara in Transjordan, 
Syria, and elsewhere, it is likely that for the remaining pagans in the sixth and seventh cen-
turies, Allah was simply the chief of the gods, by analogy to Zeus.
25. H. Hayajneh, “The Usage of Ancient South Arabian and Other Arabian Languages as an Etymological 
Source for Qurʾānic Vocabulary,” in New Perspectives on the Qur’ān: The Qur’ān in Its Historical Context 2, 
ed. G. S. Reynolds (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2011), chap. 5, at 139–40; I. Gajda, “Remarks on Monotheism in 
Ancient South Arabia,” in Islam and Its Past: Jahiliyya, Late Antiquity, and the Qur’an, ed. C. Bakhos and M. Cook 
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2017), chap. 8.
26. See M. C. A. Macdonald et al., “Arabs and Empire before the Sixth Century,” in Arabs and Empire before 
Islam, ed. G. Fisher (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2015), 11– 89, at 50–51, 55–56; M. C. A. Macdonald, “On 
Saracens, the Rawwafah Inscription and the Roman Army,” in idem, Literacy and Identity in Pre-Islamic Arabia 
(Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2009), chap. 8.
27. Hawting, Idea of Idolatry, 30–33; P. Crone, The Qurʾānic Pagans and Related Matters: Collected Studies 
in Three Volumes (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 1: 79–82.
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North Arabian polytheism is denounced in al-Najm 53:19–23: “Then, have you seen Allāt 
and al-ʿUzza and Manat, the third, the other one? Do you have, then, males and God only 
females? That would be an entirely unfair division. They are only names you have given 
them, you and your ancestors,” adding in verses 26–27: “However many angels subsist in 
the heavens, their intercession means nothing, except if God permits it, to whomever he wills 
and pleases. Those who do not believe in the afterlife give female names to the angels.” As 
I have argued elsewhere, this is the same sort of late antique argument that Augustine of 
Hippo made in his De civitate Dei contra paganos: that pagans such as Neoplatonists who 
recognized a first principle and who referred to the gods as angels could and should become 
monotheists by adopting a Christian angelology that reduced them to beings lacking auton-
omy: “If the Platonists prefer to call the angels gods rather than demons and to number them 
among those whom their founders and master Plato asserts were created by the supreme God, 
let them say this if they wish; for we must not labour over a merely verbal controversy.” 28 
Crone suggests that al-Najm 53:19–27 depicts its opponents as “pagan monotheists” 
because it says they configured the goddesses as angels. 29 If she is correct, this is another rea-
son not to translate kāfir as “infidel” or “unbeliever.” We may have to nuance her argument, 
however. For gods to have angels in a polytheistic environment is not necessarily a step 
toward monotheism. Adherents of Near Eastern religions in the Hellenistic and late antique 
periods routinely asserted that the gods had divine envoys or angels, who were themselves 
objects of devotion. In pre-Christian Palmyra, the god Bel had a Malakbel or angel, whom 
locals made an object of worship. Likewise, the largely Syrian god Baalshemim or Lord of 
the Heavens had an angel. In the Syrian town of Maloula, an Aramaic inscription transliter-
ated into Greek script and dated 107 Ce speaks, Teixidor says, of “mal’ak ‘el-‘aliyan, i.e., the 
‘Angel of god the Most High’.” 30 
It is implied in the Quran that the pagans made Allah the father of the three goddesses. 
Such family relationships are typical of pantheons, as with the Dodekatheon at the Parthenon 
in Athens, where Athena herself was held to be the daughter of Zeus and Poseidon to be his 
brother. Arabic speakers of the Transjordan, which was culturally linked to the Hijaz, might 
still have known a remnant of Grecophone worshipers of Zeus and the other Olympians in 
the sixth century, as an overlay on local figures. As Ahmad Al-Jallad has shown, the trope of 
the daughter of God existed in ancient Arabia, where an inscription calls Allāt the daughter 
of the martial star-god, Roḍaw. Given that in Roman times in Transjordan and Syria Allāt 
was identified with Athena, the daughter of Zeus, and Zeus, in turn, would have been identi-
fied with Allah, Hellenic influence may have been in part responsible for the belief, implied 
in the Quran, that Allāt was the daughter of Allah. 31 
28. Augustine, The City of God against the Pagans, ed. and tr. R. W. Dyson (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. 
Press, 1998), 9.23; see Cole, Muhammad, 61, 260.
29. P. Crone, “The Religion of the Qurʾānic Pagans: God and the Lesser Deities,” in Crone, Qurʾānic Pagans 
and Related Matters, 52–101.
30. See Teixidor, Pagan God, 14–15; S. L. Allen, The Splintered Divine: A Study of Ištar, Baal, and Yahweh 
Divine Names and Divine Multiplicity in the Ancient Near East (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2015), 232 n. 106; A. Al-Azmeh, 
The Emergence of Islam in Late Antiquity: Allāh and His People (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2014), 294; 
R. Cline, Ancient Angels: Conceptualizing Angeloi in the Roman Empire (Leiden: Brill, 2011).
31. A. Al-Jallad: “In the Qur’an the pagans considered Allāt the daughter of Allah. In #Safaitic, Allāt is the 
daughter of Roḍaw, as in the following prayer—AWS 283: Allāt bent Roḍaw falleṭī mes-sanat haḥ-ḥarb ‘Allat 
daughter of Roḍaw, deliver (us) from the year of war’.” https://twitter.com/Safaitic/status/998874501625663488; 
for the identification of Zeus and Allah, see Z. T. Fiema et al., “Provincia Arabia: Nabataea, the Emergence of 
Arabic as a Written Language, and Graeco-Arabica,” in Fisher, Arabs and Empires, chap. 8, at 424.
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The sense of “to worship the gods” for k-f-r is underlined in al-Baqara 2:257: “God is 
the patron of those who believe, bringing them out of darkness into the light. And those who 
kafarū, their patrons are Ṭāghūt, who bring them out of the light into darkness.” Ṭāghūt is a 
loan from Geʿez that means “new or alien god” or “idol,” and, interestingly, is treated as a 
plural in this quranic verse, corresponding to numerous patrons. 32 Belief in polytheistic reli-
gion is not, properly speaking, disbelief but the wrong sort of belief, from the point of view 
of the Quran. It is not a charge of atheism. Not only are such believers committed polythe-
ists but they are also militant: “Those who believed fight in the path of God, and the pagans 
(al-ladhīna kafarū) fight in the path of Ṭāghūt, so fight the associates of Satan, for the guile 
of Satan is feeble” (al-Nisāʾ 4:76).
rebellion and libertinisM
The pagans with whom Muḥammad debated are depicted as denying the bodily resurrec-
tion and the Eschaton: “They swear the most strenuous of their oaths by God that he will not 
resurrect the dead. Rather, it is a true promise that he has made, but most of the people do 
not know. He will show them that about which they differed and will teach those who kafarū 
that they are liars” (al-Naḥl 16:38–39). With regard to the Quran’s prediction of the end of 
days, it is reported (al-Anbiyāʾ 21:97): “And the true promise approached, and behold, the 
eyes of the pagans (al-ladhīna kafarū) stared fixedly: ‘Woe to us, we were heedless of this, 
rather, we were wrongdoers’.” Elsewhere, it is admitted that they are believers in their own 
tradition; when they question the eschatological opening or grand success, the verse reads: 
“Say: On the Day of the Opening, the faith (īmānuhum) of those who kafarū will not benefit 
them, nor will they be granted a respite” (al-Sajda 32:29). Since it is allowed that they have 
faith, they are not unbelievers strictly speaking and translating this phrase as “the faith of 
the infidels will not benefit them” would be self-contradictory. While they are not accused 
of disbelieving, they are, however, liars and wrongdoers, dishonest and workers of evil (cf. 
al-Nisāʾ 4:167–68). As well as labeling them “wrongdoers” (sing. ẓālim), they are “morally 
dissolute” (fāsiqūna) for responding incorrectly to God’s proverbs (al-Baqara 2:26). Along 
the same lines, it is said of Muḥammad’s monotheistic followers: “God has caused you to 
love faith, rendering it beautiful in your hearts, and he has caused you to abhor impiety (kufr) 
and ungodly behavior (fusūq) and rebellion” (al-Ḥujurāt 49:7).
“Rebel” is one meaning of the root k-f-r. In the story of how Lucifer fell (al-Baqara 2:34) 
it is reported: “And when we said to the angels, ‘Bow down to Adam’, they prostrated them-
selves, save the Devil; he refused, and grew haughty, and so he became one of the rebellious 
(kāfirīna).” The active participle here does not involve disbelief but disobedience. The Devil 
(Iblīs, < Gk διάβολος) is not accused of rejecting the existence or oneness of God but of 
refusing the divine order to bow down to the first human being. Indeed, in 2:30 the angels are 
depicted as arguing with God that creating Adam would lead to turmoil, and the implication 
is that Satan parted ways with God not because he disbelieved but because he had a positive 
if misguided motive—he differed with him on the wisdom of opening Pandora’s box. 33
The association of the term with impiety or libertinism is clear in sura Nūḥ, where 71:27 
says of opposers of the patriarch, “Truly if you leave them alone, they will misguide your 
32. M. Kropp, “Beyond Single Words: Māʾida – Shayṭān - jibt and ṭāġūt. Mechanisms of Transmission into the 
Ethiopic (Gǝʿǝz) Bible and the Qurʾānic Text,” in The Qurʾān in Its Historical Context, ed. G. S. Reynolds (London: 
Routledge, 2008), 204–16.
33. For this passage and rabbinical Jewish parallels, see L. N. B. Chipman, “Adam and the Angels: An 
Examination of Mythic Elements in Islamic Sources,” Arabica 49.4 (2002): 429–55.
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servants, and will give birth only to a dissolute libertine (fājiran kaffāran).” Here kufr is 
equated with impiety, which Grecophone Christians in their polemics against the pagans 
called ἀσέβεια. 34 Likewise, in al-Taḥrīm 66:10 God had made the wives of Noah and Lot an 
object lesson for those who kafarū because of these women’s preference for pagan society 
over their husbands. The reason given in 2 Pet 2:6 for the calamity that befell the people of 
Sodom and Gomorrah is that they lived impious lives (ἀσέβεσιν), which seems roughly the 
meaning of kufr in Q 66:10.
As al-Khalīl and Ibn Manẓūr noted, one meaning of the simple verb kafara is “to be 
ungrateful,” and in this it resembles its Syriac cognate. In al-Shuʿarāʾ 26:18 Pharaoh 
upbraids Moses for his opposition, saying “Did we not bring you up in our home as a child 
and did you not live with us for many years?” He adds, “Then you carried out the deed that 
you committed, and you are among the ungrateful (kāfirīna). 35 God addresses humankind: 
“Remember me and I will remember you, and be thankful to me, and do not be ungrateful 
(takfurūni)” (al-Baqara 2:152). Here the connotations of the word are “heedless” and “unap-
preciative,” the antonyms of the virtues praised. This sense of the term might be compared to 
the New Testament verse Luke 6:35: “But love your enemies, do good, and lend, expecting 
nothing in return. Your reward will be great, and you will be children of the Most High; for 
he is kind to the ungrateful (ἀχαρίστους).” In the Peshiṭṭa, “ungrateful” is translated with a 
cognate of the Arabic k-f-r.
blaspheMy
A controversial passage in al-Baqara 2:102 provides a further sense of the verb. The 
Quran condemns those in the era of Solomon who followed demons (shayāṭīn) that taught 
magic. It goes out of its way to underline that Solomon himself did not commit kufr, even 
though in late antique folk tradition he was held to be able to control sprites and demons. The 
demons were guilty of putting otherwise inoffensive teachings to evil purposes, turning them 
into black magic, so that they kafarū (A. J. Arberry translates this as “disbelieved”). 36 Of 
what, however, did this act consist? It does not appear to have been a denial of anything, but 
rather was a blasphemous activity. The humans were eager to have the teaching of the two 
angels of Babylon, Hārūt and Mārūt, which they then desecrated by turning it into dark arts 
so as to separate spouses from one another. The demons’ instruction harmed people rather 
than benefited them, and turning to the occult deprived these individuals of any portion of 
heaven. 
Hārūt and Mārūt are two of the Zoroastrian celestial spirits, Haurvatāt and Ameretāt. 
These emanations of the supreme deity, Ahura Mazda, symbolize wholeness and immor-
tality. 37 For instance, in the Younger Avesta, Yasht 19.95–96, the last days during which the 
world will be renovated are described thus: “Evil thought will be overcome, good thought 
will overcome it . . . The celestial spirits Integrity (Haurvatāt) and Immortality (Ameretāt) 
34. Athanase d’Alexandrie, Contre les païens, ed. and tr. P. T. Camelot, 2nd ed. (Paris: Cerf, 1977), 100 and 
passim.
35. Hawting, Idea of Idolatry, 49.
36. Arberry, Koran Interpreted, 1: 40.
37. “Hārūt and Mārūt” (W. M. Brinner), Encyclopaedia of the Qurʾān, ed. J. D. McAuliffe, 6 vols. (Leiden: 
Brill, 2001–2006), 2: 404–5; “Hārut and Mārut” (A. Sh. Shahbazi), Encyclopaedia Iranica, 2012 (2003), http://
www.iranicaonline.org/articles/harut-and-marut. Both of these articles stress the “fallen angel” interpretation, which 
I do not believe the actual text of the Quran upholds.
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will defeat the demons of Hunger (Shud) and Thirst (Tarshna).” 38 The two celestial spirits 
associated with nemeses among the demons symbolizing bodily human cravings like hunger 
and thirst may have inspired the Quran’s motif that devils misused their teachings to satisfy 
lust. Moreover, Ameretāt is associated with plants, fertility, and the tree of life. The Quran 
could be projecting into the time of Solomon a contemporary set of Zoroastrian ideas. The 
retrofitting of this motif to the time of the Hebrew monarch may in turn have come about 
because of the association in late antiquity of Solomon with mastery of the sprites or demons, 
which is reflected in quranic passages. 39 
In late antique Greek Christian authors, black magic was associated with blasphemy 
(which originally meant slandering [God]). In his “Homily 10 on 2 Timothy,” John Chryso-
stom (ca. 349–407 Ce) wrote, “Let us then so live that the name of God be not blasphemed 
(βλασφημεῖσθαι).” Among the many examples he gave of Christians blaspheming in failing 
to live up to their ideals were “your auguries, your omens, your superstitious observances 
. . . your incantations, your magic (μαγείας) arts.” 40
What if we translated al-Baqara 2:101 this way?
They followed what the demons recited over the realm of Solomon. Solomon himself was not a 
blasphemer, but the demons were blasphemers, teaching the people magic and what was revealed 
to the two archangels of Babylon, Haurvatāt and Ameretāt. But these two had been careful not 
to teach anyone without warning them, ‘We are a potential disturbance of faith (fitna), so do not 
fall into blasphemy.’ From them they learned how they might divide a man and his wife [. . .].
Here is a condemnation of warlocks and witches who engage in what is seen as necro-
mancy, which apparently enables those who covet married persons to cast spells to separate 
them from their spouses. They are instructed by demons who pervert and misuse the teach-
ings of divinely inspired Zoroastrian angels. 
Later Muslim commentators on this text are divided over its meaning. Some saw the 
anecdote as concerning fallen angels. 41 Others defended the angels as having been sinless, 
and held that while they performed licit miracles, the demons turned their teachings to the 
purposes of thaumaturgy. 42 As I read the text, the teaching of the angels itself is not being 
condemned here. Solomon, the verse says, bore no blame for his mastery of the spirits. The 
Zoroastrian celestial spirits are spoken of with reverence, called angels rather than demons, 
and are depicted as having been given inspiration (unzila) by God. The angels act responsi-
bly inasmuch as they give disciples an explicit warning that learning their esoteric teachings 
38. H. Humbach and P. R. Ichaporia, Zamyād Yasht: Yasht 19 of the Younger Avesta. Text, Translation, 
Commentary (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1998), 170 (I modified the translation for clarity); see also M. Boyce, 
A History of Zoroastrianism: The Early Period, 2nd printing (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989), 204–6; J. Darmesteter, 
Haurvatât et Ameretât: Essai sur la mythologie de l’Avesta (Paris: A. Franck, 1875), 9–10.
39. “Sulaymān b. Dāwūd” (J. Walker-[P. Fenton]), Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition (Leiden: Brill, 
1960–2004), 9: 822–24; T. S. Cason, “Creature Features: Monstrosity and the Construction of Human Identity in the 
Testament of Solomon,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 77.2 (2015): 263–79; P. A. Torijano, “Solomon and Magic,” 
and G. Langer, “Solomon in Rabbinic Literature,” in The Figure of Solomon in Jewish, Christian, and Islamic 
Tradition: King, Sage and Architect, ed. J. Verheyden (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 107–26, 127–42, respectively.
40. John Chrysostom, “Homiliae X in epistolum secundum ad Timotheum,” Opera omnia, in Patrologiae 
cursus completus: Series graeca, 62: 552; Saint John Chrysostom, The Homilies on the Epistles of St. Paul, the 
Apostle, to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon (Oxford: J.H. Parker, 1854), 81–83.
41. J. C. Reeves, “Some Parascriptural Dimensions of the ‘Tale of Hārūt wa-Mārūt’,” JAOS 135.4 (2015): 
817–42.
42. ʿAbd al-Ghanī al-Nābulusī, Burhān al-thubūt fī tabri aʾt Hārūt wa-Mārūt, ed. ʿU. A. Zakariyā (Beirut: Dār 
al-Bashāʾir al-Islāmiyya, 2008), esp. 40–41.
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could tempt humans, if they are not careful, to the dark side. (Zoroastrianism is listed in 
al-Ḥajj 22:17 with the monotheistic religions and distinguished from paganism.)
Instead the problem lies with the demons, who announce no such alert about how this 
arcane teaching could result in a departure into impiety or blasphemy, and who appear to 
encourage people to misuse the spells. The passage does not refer to the rejection of God or 
of monotheism, but to a set of beliefs and practices that have their origin in angelic inspira-
tion but were then perverted for satanic purposes. To the already-mentioned synonyms of “to 
be morally dissolute” and “to disobey,” we may thus add “to blaspheme” as a connotation 
of kafara. This conclusion is bolstered by al-Māʾida 5:103, “God has not prescribed Baḥīra, 
Sāʾiba, Waṣīla, or Ḥām; but those who kafarū slander (yaftarūna ʿalā) God, and most of 
them have no understanding.” The verse denies that God had ordered camels to be used 
in pagan sacrifice, and accuses these pagans of libeling the supreme deity. To defame God 
is the original meaning of blasphemy in Greek (see Matt 12:31), and it is possible that the 
Arabic phrasal verb iftarā ʿalā is a calque on the Greek βλασφημία here; it is being equated 
with kafara.
Inasmuch as the Quran does condemn the kāfirūn on doctrinal and moral grounds and 
directs them to abandon their pagan beliefs and practices, there is, of course, a sense in 
which it views them as outside of and antagonistic to the true faith, part of what translators 
who used the term “unbeliever” wished to convey. I would argue, however, that there is a 
key lexical difference between a denier of God and an affirmer of God who gets God wrong.
apostasy
Another connotation of kafara is “to apostatize.” Al-Tawba 9:74 remonstrates with those 
who had covertly rejoined the pagans in Mecca: “They swear by God that they did not say 
it, but they indeed uttered the word of kufr, and kafarū after their acceptance of the mono-
theistic tradition (islāmihim).” In the Quran, islām is not used to refer to the religion of the 
Prophet in particular, but rather to the prophetic monotheistic tradition that it holds runs 
through all the valid religions. 43 In late antiquity, with the vast influence of Greek, a “word” 
or λόγος implied a system of religious belief. Thus, the pagan Celsus had entitled his defense 
of Hellenic religion against Christianity Λόγος ἀληθής (The true word). The Aramaic for 
λόγος is meltā, taken into quranic Arabic as milla. In Ṣād 38:7, the pagans are represented 
as rejecting Muḥammad’s message and saying, “We have not heard of this in the ultimate 
Word (al-milla al-ākhira); this is surely an invention” (presumably the odd Arabic phrase is 
a calque on a Greek usage such as τέλειος λόγος). 
Likewise, Christians who responded to pagan critique accused the latter of adhering to a 
false logos. 44 After his conversion to Christianity, the emperor Constantine urged his subjects 
to turn to the worship of the one God and obedience to his laws, but allowed them, if they so 
desired, to retain their “sanctuaries of the false Word (pseudologias témeni).” 45 In al-Tawba 
9:74, adhering to “the word of kufr” is made a synonym with “to practice polytheism,” and 
in context “to revert to paganism.” It is instructive to compare it to 1 Tim 4:1–2: “Now 
the Spirit expressly says that in later times some will renounce the faith (ἀποστήσονταί) 
43. J. Cole, “Paradosis and Monotheism: A Late Antique Approach to the Meaning of islām in the Quran,” 
BSOAS 82.3 (2019): 405–25.
44. M. Edwards, “From Justin to Athenagoras,” in Intertextuality in the Second Century, ed. D. J. Bingham and 
C. N. Jefford (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 150–62, at 152.
45. H. A. Drake, “Constantine and Religious Extremism,” in Constantine: Religious Faith and Imperial Policy, 
ed. A. E. Siecienski (London: Routledge, 2017), 11–26, at 23.
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by paying attention to deceitful spirits and teachings of demons, through the hypocrisy of 
liars (ψευδολόγων) whose consciences are seared with a hot iron.” The Greek ψευδολόγος, 
richer than the English “liar,” involves following or speaking a false logos, a way of life or 
structure of thought that is distorted by its untruth. It is worthwhile comparing ψευδολόγος 
to the quranic phrase “word of kufr” (kalimat al-kufr), which brings out the implication of 
the Arabic word of falsehood. Like the Hijazis castigated in the Quran, the early Christians 
mentioned in 1 Timothy affirmed this false Word after having earlier been believers but then 
apostatizing. Likewise, the Middle Persian agdēn, “without religion” or “infidel” was not 
simply a term denigrating non-Zoroastrians but tended to be deployed especially with regard 
to apostates from the faith of Zarathustra. 46
It is not only Muḥammad’s believers who can apostatize. The Quran complains of Jewish-
pagan syncretism in Medina and of the wish of that faction of Jews that his community 
should revert to the worship of the old gods. Al-Nisāʾ 4:51 asks: “Have you not seen those 
who were given a portion of the Book believing in Jibt and Ṭāghūt and saying to those who 
kafarū that they are better guided to the path than those who have believed?” I conclude that 
those given a “portion” of the Bible are the Jews, as opposed to Christians who had both 
the Old and New Testaments. Such hybrid Jewish-pagan practices have been documented in 
earlier centuries in the Roman-ruled Levant, and come as no surprise in Medina, on the still-
pagan fringes of the eastern Roman empire. 47
doCtrinal sins of the Monotheists
Monotheists are for the most part contrasted in the Quran with kāfirūn as a noun, as 
two different sociological and theological communities. The verb kafara, however, is more 
fluid and is sometime applied to monotheists. Āl ʿImrān 3:167 complains about those of 
Muḥammad’s believers who declined to go out to defend the city (later commentators say 
the verse concerned the battle of Uḥud in 625): “They were told, ‘Come, fight in the path of 
God, or at least take a defensive position’. They replied, ‘If we knew how to fight, we would 
have followed you’. That day, they were closer to kufr than to faith, inasmuch as they said 
with their lips what was not in their hearts. God knows best what they are concealing.” The 
deverbal noun kufr here clearly means hypocrisy or dishonesty rather than disbelief. It is not, 
as with the distinction in the active participle between kāfir and believer (muʾmin), fixed or 
black-and-white or serving to demarcate reified social groups (compare al-Ghāfir 40:14, “So 
call upon God in sincere service to him, even if the kāfirūn hate it”). The verb kafara and the 
abstract noun kufr rather exist on a spectrum and can characterize Muḥammad’s believers, 
at least briefly, when they make the wrong moral decision. Kufr in 3:167 means “inauthen-
ticity” or “bad faith.” In contrast, the believers cannot be kāfirūn, the simple noun. This 
distinction between the hard, inflexible noun kāfir and the fluid verb kafara is an example 
46. J. Mokhtarian, “The Boundaries of an Infidel in Zoroastrianism: A Middle Persian Term of Otherness for 
Jews, Christians, and Muslims,” Iranian Studies 48.1 (2015): 99–115.
47. See S. Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society, 200 b.c.e. to 640 c.e. (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
2001), chap. 4, on how Jews of the pagan Roman empire joined in many traditionalist practices; see for an earlier 
period, P. Fredriksen, Paul: The Pagans’ Apostle (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 2017), 45–48; M. Kahlos, Debate 
and Dialogue: Christian and Pagan Cultures, c. 360–430 (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2007), chap. 2, who summarizes 
findings of scholars of late antiquity about the large number of “in-between” people whom she calls incerti, who 
pursued both Christian and pagan practices.
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of idiosyncratic polysemy, where the verb and its deverbal nouns have evolved in different 
directions. 48
A key attribute of the kāfir, as we have seen, is that such a person is damned to hell. Al-
Mulk 67:6 reads: “And for those who denied (kafarū bi-) their Lord, there awaits the torment 
of hell, and a wretched destination!” In contrast, in speaking of Jews and Christians we find 
in al-ʿAnkabūt 29: “Debate the scriptural communities only in the best of ways, except for 
those who do wrong. Say ‘We believe in the revelation sent down to us, and the revelation 
sent down to you; our God and your God is one, and to him we have submitted’.” 
According to a late seventh-century Christian author, Jacob of Edessa, “Muḥammad went 
down for trade to the lands of Palestine, Arabia and Syrian Phoenicia.” 49 Muḥammad thus 
lived and worked in Christian societies and would have had a fair experience of contempo-
rary Christian practice and belief. The Quran shows positive attitudes throughout to Chris-
tians and al-Baqara 2:62 admits Christians to heaven (“Those who believed, and the Jews, 
and the Christians, and the Sabians, and whoever has believed in God and the Last Day and 
performed good works, they shall have their reward with their Lord”). To underline the dif-
ference, the Quran shows God pledging to Jesus regarding future Christians in Āl ʿImrān 
3:55: “God said, ‘Jesus, I will take you to me and will raise you to me and I will purify you 
of those who kafarū and will render those who follow you superior to those who kafarū until 
the judgment day’.” Likely it is distinguishing between the old pagan Romans, who had 
persecuted Jesus and his faithful, and the Christians themselves. There will always be, the 
Quran vows, a difference between followers of Jesus and the kāfirūn. This and other passages 
suggest to me that the deverbal noun kāfir is never used tout court for Jews and Christians. 
Hawting’s proof text against this proposition, al-Anʿām 6:89, whereby he attempts to 
show that Jews and Christians can be kāfirūn, is not persuasive. In this verse, God has 
bestowed scripture, wisdom, and prophecy on a people, but if they prove ungrateful for them 
(fa-in yakfur bihā), God will delegate these gifts to another people who are not ungrateful for 
them (bihā kāfirīna). 50 But kāfirīn bihā, taking an oblique object, is a phrasal verbal noun. 
Using a verbal noun for ingrates among the people of the Book is no different from using the 
verb itself, which the Quran sometimes does. This passage is hypothetical and hyperbolic, 
warning the biblical communities that they are not indispensable, but not categorizing them 
as kāfirūn, which as a simple noun refers to the damned pagans and not to saved Jews or 
Christians who worship the same God as Muḥammad and his believers. Fred Donner has 
argued persuasively, in my view, that Muḥammad’s movement was ecumenical, including 
nonconvert Jews and Christians, and that righteous Jews and Christians clearly were not cat-
egorized as kāfirūn, and I see an overlap between the political alliances in Medina and this 
soteriological pluralism. 51
Scholars have attempted to explain why the Quran for the most part demonstrates a posi-
tive attitude toward some Christians (naṣārā) but uses the verb kafara to denounce oth-
ers. François de Blois suggests that the Quran’s naṣārā were not Christians in general but 
48. Ø. Andersen, “Deverbal Nouns, Lexicalization and Syntactic Change,” Nordic Journal of Linguistics 30.1 
(2007): 55–86, at 69–71.
49. For the quote from Jacob of Edessa, see R. G. Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Others Saw It: A Survey and 
Evaluation of Christian, Jewish and Zoroastrian Writings on Early Islam (Princeton: Darwin, 1997), 165; idem, 
“The Earliest Christian Writings on Muḥammad: An Appraisal,” in The Biography of Muḥammad: The Issue of the 
Sources, ed. H. Motzki (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 276–97, at 281.
50. Hawting, Idea of Idolatry, 49.
51. F. Donner, Muhammad and the Believers: At the Origins of Islam (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 
2010), chap. 2, esp. 69–70; Cole, Muhammad, chap. 4.
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rather were a sect of Jewish-Christians of a sort of which the Unitarian Muḥammad might 
approve. 52 Iranian Zoroastrians, however, used a similar word, equating to Nazarene, and 
made a distinction between local Christians (nāsrāye) of the Church of the East and western 
Catholics (Christians). 53 The problem is that Christians in the Quran, unlike the Zoroastrian 
usage, are never distinguished by terminology and there is no reason to think that a Jewish-
Christian sect existed in the early seventh century. 54 If Muḥammad was as peripatetic as 
both seventh-century Christian and later Muslim sources allege, it is impossible that he had 
a narrow, provincial view of Christianity and was only familiar with some Judaizing Hijazi 
version. Further, the Quran (al-Rūm 30:1–6) evinces hope that the Roman emperor Her-
akleios would defeat his Iranian foes and identifies that prophesied victory as the triumph 
of God himself, which makes no sense if Constantinople was seen as a center of infernal 
infidels. 55 Rather, Muḥammad appears to have been satisfied that conventional Chalcedo-
nians and Miaphysites were still monotheists, even if they had departed somewhat from the 
Abrahamian λόγος. 
It should be remembered that when Roman Christians distinguished themselves from 
pagans, they underlined God’s unicity, and inscribed εἷς θεός (one God) on doorways and 
lintels. Harold Remus notes that Ambrose contrasted the Christian deity, “Almighty, One, 
only and True (omnipotenti Deo . . . unusquisque Deum verum . . . solus verus; Ep 17.1)” to 
the images (simulacrum) of the pagans. 56 Zachariah Scholasticus told the story of a puni-
tive expedition ordered by patriarch Peter III of Alexandria (482–489) ninety years before 
Muḥammad’s birth, to the town of Menouthis to the northeast of the metropolis, which was 
still a center of Isis worship. Some Tabennesiote monks from Canopus came along. At one 
furtive temple, worshippers of the old Egyptian gods had attempted to hide the entrance 
and conceal their idols and sacrifices within. They were nevertheless unmasked, and one of 
the monks entered to find the idols and a blood-stained altar. As Trombley notes, Zachariah 
wrote that the monk exclaimed, “‘One God!’ (had ʿAlāhā), as he wished to say by that that 
it was necessary to extirpate the error of polytheism.” 57 This anecdote could just as well be 
a later Muslim one, with the same diction. 
In the Medinan period, the Quran uses the verb kafara when it begins speaking of an 
antagonistic group from among the other monotheists: “Neither those who kafarū from 
52. De Blois, “Naṣrānī (Ναζωραiο̑ς) and ḥanīf (ἐθνικός).”
53. See “Christianity i. In Pre-Islamic Persia: Literary Sources” (J. R. Russell), in Encyclopaedia Iranica, 
2012 (1991), http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/christianity-i; D. N. MacKenzie, “Kerdir’s Inscription,” in idem, 
Iranica diversa, ed. C. G. Cereti and L. Paul, 2 vols. (Rome: Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente, 1999), 1: 217–
74, Kerdir’s inscription in Pahlevi and English on 244–45; Ch. Jullien and F. Jullien, “Aux frontières de l’iranité: 
«Nāsrāyē» et «krīstyonē» des inscriptions du mobad Kirdīr. Enquête littéraire et historique,” Numen 49.3 (2002): 
282–335, argue that “Nazarenes” in Sasanian usage are local Eastern Christians inside the empire and “Christians” 
are Catholics abroad. See also S. H. Griffith, “Al-Naṣārā in the Qurʾān: A Hermeneutical Reflection,” in Reynolds, 
New Perspectives on the Qur’ān, 302–21.
54. See J. C. Paget, Jews, Christians and Jewish Christians in Antiquity (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2010), 
369–72; D. Boyarin, “Rethinking Jewish Christianity: An Argument for Dismantling a Dubious Category,” Jewish 
Quarterly Review 99.1 (2009): 7–36; J. E. Taylor, Christians and the Holy Places: The Myth of Jewish-Christian 
Origins (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1993).
55. Cole, Muhammad, 65–66, 157–59.
56. Remus, “End of Paganism,” 197; for εἷς θεός inscriptions, see Trombley, Hellenic Religion, 2: 253ff.
57. Trombley, Hellenic Religion, 2: 221–22; Zacharie le Scholastique, Vie de Sévère, ed. and tr. M. A. Kugener 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1993 [1904]), 29. Zachariah’s life of Severus survives only in Syriac and Frank Trombley has 
supplied the Syriac phrase—he is not quoting a Coptic exclamation. For this work, see E. Watts, “Winning the 
Intracommunal Dialogues: Zacharias Scholasticus’ Life of Severus,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 13.4 (2005): 
437–64.
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among the people of the Book, nor the polytheists (mushrikūna) themselves, desire that good 
from your lord descend upon you” (al-Baqara 2:105). Some groups from among the bibli-
cal communities had allied politically with the militant pagans. A hypernym—for instance, 
“tree”—is lexically superordinate to hyponyms, another set of nouns or phrases under its 
rubric (e.g., “juniper” and “acacia”). Here the phrase “people of the Book” functions as a 
phrasal hypernym, which is lexically superordinate to the hyponym “Those who kafarū from 
among the people of the Book.” 58 Logically speaking, the need to identify this subset of 
believers in the Bible as those who kafarū proves that kāfir does not ordinarily refer to Jews 
and Christians. That is, if all Jews and Christians were always kāfirūn, it would be redundant 
to identify this group “from among the people of the Book” as “those who kafarū.” More-
over, if all Jews and Christians were always kāfirūn, it would make nonsense of God’s pledge 
to Jesus (Āl ʿImrām 3:55) that he “will render those who follow you superior to those who 
kafarū until the judgment day.” Christians are not kāfirūn under ordinary circumstances, just 
as they are not doomed to hell under ordinary circumstances. Still, just as they can commit 
mortal sins and so depart from righteousness into perdition, so they can throw in with bel-
licose polytheists against Muḥammad and his cause, and likewise join the damned. 
Al-Bayyina 98:6 warns: “Those who paganized (kafarū) from among the people of the 
Book and those who make God part of a pantheon shall be in the fire of Gehenna, dwelling 
therein forever; those are the worst of creatures.” Although it has been common for the later 
Muslim commentary tradition to identify this group as Jews, there is no a priori reason for 
this interpretation, and it is just as possible that they were Christians or pagan monotheists. In 
translating kafara in this phrase as “to paganize,” I am suggesting that in context it is speak-
ing of a biblical community that allied politically with Muḥammad’s pagan enemies, and I 
suspect that the Quran views it as treason rather than as heresy. 
Al-Ḥashr 59:2 appears to refer to a conflict with Muḥammad’s believers provoked by a 
monotheistic village throwing in with pagan Mecca. It addresses the Medinans and says of 
God, “He it was who expelled from their homes the scriptural community that paganized, at 
the first gathering.” The following verse, 59:3, however, seems to see this military defeat of 
monotheistic traitors as having been salutary for them, inasmuch as their exile spared them 
from being in the crossfire between Medina and Mecca, and it appears to imply that they had 
been removed from the temptation of paganizing and so reverted to being among the saved: 
“If God had not prescribed for them exile, he would have tortured them in this world and 
they [would have] undergone the torments of fire in the next.” As with the verb kafara in 
general, to “paganize” is an action rather than an essence, and those who commit the act can 
be redeemed. In this it differs from the noun kāfir, which refers to a person who must change 
(i.e., convert) in order to escape damnation.
Kafara is used of Jews and Christians, as it is of Muḥammad’s believers, to describe 
wayward actions other than political treason, as well. Al-Baqara 2:253 asserts, “Those Mes-
sengers—some we have preferred above others; among them are some to whom God spoke, 
and some he raised up through levels. And we gave Jesus the son of Mary clear signs, and 
supported him with the Holy Spirit. And had God willed, those who came after him would 
not have fought against one another after clear signs had come to them; but they differed with 
one another, and some of them believed, and some kafarū; and had God willed they would 
not have fought against one another; but God does whatever he desires.” Here violence 
58. “Hyponymy and Hyperonymy” (M. L. Murphy), in Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, ed. 
K. Brown, 2nd ed., 2006, https://www.sciencedirect.com/referencework/9780080448541/encyclopedia-of-
language-and-linguistics 
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among Christian sects in the sixth and seventh centuries is denounced. 59 The Muslim scrip-
ture is unlikely to have seen either Miaphysites or Chalcedonians as doctrinally superior and 
so is probably not distinguishing between them by using the terms “believed” and kafarū. It 
may be using the latter term to describe Christian sects that departed too far into a form of 
paganism to be acceptable to the Unitarian Prophet, such as the Gnosticism that denied that 
Jesus and Mary ate food or forms of Tritheism. It may also be that during Sasanian rule in the 
Levant during the first third of the seventh century, some pastoralist Arab nominal Christians 
reverted to paganism. The imperial poet Georgios of Pisidia wrote that in 622 “a battalion 
of long-haired Saracens”—presumably pro-Sasanian Arab foederati or allied cavalry—came 
up from Syria to attack the army of Emperor Herakleios. 60 They were either traditionalists 
who worshiped North Arabian deities such as Allāt, or Miaphysite Christians who held that 
Constantinople had veered into heresy and who therefore allied with the Sasanians. Users of 
Syriac among the latter referred to their doctrinal enemies with words from the root k-p-r. 61 
While Christians as such are never called kāfirūn in the Quran, then, they are capable of 
engaging in acts for which it uses the verb kafara and which are on a sliding scale ( just as 
with Muḥammad’s cowardly believers who avoided Uḥud). Many of these acts appear to be 
venial sins. The processual character of the verbal form of the root is appropriate to sinful 
actions taken by a saved community in a way that the fixed noun is not.
a “Collyridian” heresy?
The Quran deploys the verb kafara, as well, in a manner similar to the use of αἵρεσῐς 
(heresy) among Christian writers (e.g., Gal 5:20, 1 Cor 11:19). Late passages of the Mus-
lim scripture denounce a group that it appears to view as a syncretic Christian-pagan sect. 
Al-Māʾida 5:116 reads, “And God said to Jesus the son of Mary, ‘Did you say to the people, 
“Take me and my mother as two gods other than God?”’ He replied, ‘Praise be to God, it is 
not for me to say what I have no right to say. Had I said it, you would have known. You know 
what is in my soul, but I do not know what is in yours. In truth, you know things unseen’.” 
The Quran does not refer to these Mariolaters as Christians, but is apparently describing a 
faction of Christianity that held that Mary and Jesus were gods, possibly having assimilated 
them to the Arab goddess Allāt and to one of the male North Arabian gods, respectively.
This group resembles the sect that Epiphanius in his Πανάριον (Lat. title, Adversus haere-
ses) calls Arab Collyridians, who allegedly mixed Christian motifs with Nabataean religion 
in the fourth century. 62 Some have challenged this interpretation, whether because Epipha-
nius appears to have had an active imagination or because they wished to emphasize the 
59. See also al-Māʾida 5:14; for context, see T. E. Gregory, Vox Populi: Popular Opinion and Violence in 
the Religious Controversies of the Fifth Century A.D. (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press, 1979); R. Lim, Public 
Disputation, Power, and Social Order in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1995); M. Gaddis, 
There Is No Crime for Those Who Have Christ: Religious Violence in the Christian Roman Empire (Berkeley: Univ. 
of California Press, 2005); Ch. Haas, Alexandria in Late Antiquity: Topography and Social Conflict (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2006); Shahîd, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth Century; Ph. Jenkins, Jesus Wars: 
How Four Patriarchs, Three Queens, and Two Emperors Decided What Christians Would Believe for the Next 
1,500 Years (New York: HarperOne, 2010), chap. 8; T. Sizgorich, Violence and Belief in Late Antiquity: Militant 
Devotion in Christianity and Islam (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), chap. 4.
60. Giorgio di Pisidia, Carmi, ed. L. Tartaglia (Turin: Editrice Torinese, 1998), 100–102/101–3 (2.2.17–19); 
G. W. Bowersock, The Crucible of Islam (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. Press, 2017), chap. 6; J. Howard-
Johnston, “Heraclius’ Persian Campaigns and the Revival of the East Roman Empire, 622–630,” War in History 6.1 
(1999): 1–44; W. E. Kaegi, Heraclius: Emperor of Byzantium (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2003), 111–31.
61. Gallez, “La racine kfr,” 4.
62. Epiphanius of Salamis, Ancoratus und Panarion, ed. K. Holl, 4 vols. (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1915–2006), 
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Quran’s polemical techniques. 63 Recent work on the apocrypha of the Dormition of the 
Virgin Mary, written in the sixth and seventh centuries but incorporating much earlier mate-
rial, has, however, lent credence to some of Epiphanius’s assertions. 64 If, moreover, the 
Quran is speaking of a pagan-Christian sect in sura al-Māʾida (5) rather than of mainstream 
Christianity, that would help resolve the tension in the text between its pluralistic soteriology 
for righteous Christians (al-Baqara 2:62) and its use in al-Māʾida 5:73 of k-f-r to describe 
theologically extreme followers of Jesus. While the sect the Quran denounces is not identical 
to that described by Epiphanius, the two do have some similarities, and his epithet of “Col-
lyridians” is as good a name for them as any other.
 The Quran’s denunciation of this religious group parallels that of Epiphanius himself, 
who wrote: “Yes, of course Mary’s body was holy, but she was not God. Yes, the Virgin 
was indeed a virgin and honored as such, but she was not given to us to worship . . . For the 
age-old error of forgetting the living God and worshiping his creatures will not get the bet-
ter of me. They served and worshiped the creature more than the creator . . . If it is not his 
will that angels be worshiped, how much more the woman born of Ann . . . She was surely 
not born other than normally. . . the Word . . . had assumed flesh from a holy virgin. But 
certainly not from a virgin who is worshiped, or to make her God, or to have us make offer-
ings in her name, or again, to make women priestesses after so many generations.” 65 The 
Melkite (Chalcedonian) Patriarch of Alexandria, Eutychius (d. 940), also took up this theme, 
alleging that at the Council of Nicea Marianites were condemned for holding that aside from 
the supreme God there were two other gods, Jesus and Mary. 66 Muḥammad appears to have 
encountered such a sect only at the end of his life, since such beliefs are not mentioned until 
the very late sura al-Māʾida. 
Al-Māʾida 5:75 also seems to critique a similar heresy: “Christ, son of Mary, is only a 
messenger, and messengers before him passed away. His mother was upright. They both 
used to eat food. Behold how we explain the signs to them, then behold how deluded they 
are.” This verse rebuts a theology that Jesus and Mary were immaterial and therefore did 
not need bodily nourishment and that Jesus was immortal and incapable of actually dying. 
Likely addressing these “Collyridians,” al-Māʾida 5:73 asserts: “They have committed her-
esy (kafara), who said that God is the third of three.” The idiosyncratic Trinity here, where 
God comes last after two other figures, is likely the one where Mary and Jesus are both gods. 
If this sect was a Nabataean matriarchal tradition that identified Mary with the goddess Allāt, 
it may well have exalted Mary above the other two. In any case, the verse cannot be aimed 
at Chalcedonian or Miaphysite Christians of the Roman empire, and the Quran is certainly 
denouncing a group that the mainstream Christians of that era would also have viewed as 
heretical, whether Collyridians or Tritheists or some other. 67
3: 475–84 (79: 1–9); The Panarion, Books II and III: De Fide, tr. F. Williams (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 2: 640–41, 643 
(79: 1–9).
63. M. Sirry, “Other Religions,” in The Wiley Blackwell Companion to the Qurʾān, ed. A. Rippin and 
J. Mojaddedi (Chichester, UK: Wiley Blackwell, 2017), 320–32, at 327–29.
64. S. Benko, The Virgin Goddess: Studies in the Pagan and Christian Roots of Mariology (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1993), chap. 5; S. J. Shoemaker, “Epiphanius of Salamis, the Kollyridians, and the Early Dormition Narratives: The 
Cult of the Virgin in the Fourth Century,” Journal of Early Christian Studies 16.3 (2008): 372–401; A. Kateusz, 
“Collyridian Déjà Vu: The Trajectory of Redaction of the Markers of Mary’s Liturgical Leadership,” Journal of 
Feminist Studies in Religion 29.2 (2013): 75–92.
65. Epiphanius, Panarion, tr. Williams, 2: 640–41, 643 (29.4.6–7, 29.5.3–4, 29.7.2).
66. Benko, Virgin Goddess, 193.
67. C. J. Block, “Philoponian Monophysitism in South Arabia at the Advent of Islam with Implications for the 
English Translation of ‘thalātha’ in Qurʾān 4. 171 and 5. 73,” Journal of Islamic Studies 23.1 (2012): 50–75.
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Al-Māʾida 5:72 warns, “They have committed heresy (kafara) who say that God is Christ, 
the son of Mary. Christ said to the children of Israel, worship God, my lord and your lord. In 
truth, the one who makes God a part of a pantheon, God has forbidden the garden to him, and 
his resort is the fire. The wrongdoers have no helper.” The “Collyridians” whom Muḥammad 
encountered, we have already seen, believed that Jesus and Mary were both deities in their 
own right. Likely this verse is saying the same thing, that these sectaries held that the deity 
is Jesus, which is not a Christological formula that mainstream Christianity would accept. 
It seems clear that the verb kafara can mean “to fall into heresy,” or “to commit a heresy 
so extreme as to depart into paganism,” and that this action can be performed by any of the 
Abrahamic monotheist communities. Committing it, according to the Quran, is a mortal sin.
paganus
It is suggestive that kāfir maps so closely onto the Latin paganus as it was used in late 
antiquity. Remus points to an imperial decree of 416 Ce (16.10.21) that excludes from gov-
ernment service “those who are polluted by the profane error or crime of pagan rites, that 
is, gentiles (qui profano pagani ritus errore seu crimine polluntur, hoc est gentiles).” 68 
This principle was reaffirmed by Justinian (r. 527–565) in his Code (1.5.19), which body of 
law applied to Arabic speakers in the empire in Muḥammad’s own era. 69 Al-Māʾida 5:103 
likewise denounces the pagan rites of sacrifice to idols practiced by those who kafarū and 
al-Jumʿa 62:2 speaks of “purifying” gentiles (ummiyūna) implying that paganism had pol-
luted them. 
The two words share a number of other meanings and connotations—rural, polytheist, 
opponent, persecutor, enemy, blasphemer, potential convert, and interlocutor. 70 K-f-r may at 
least in some instances be a loanshift from the Latin paganus. Whatever the etymology of 
the term paganus, by the late fourth century it had come to mean both “rustic” and “adher-
ent of the old Roman religion.” It was often used satirically, to class the remaining pagan 
aristocracy with unlettered peasants. 71 
Centuries of Roman rule had made Arabic speakers familiar with Latin vocabulary. The 
word for “path” in the phrase “straight path” of piety in the Quran, ṣirāṭ, is a loan from the 
Latin via strata or paved avenue. 72 One route for Latin influence was the Arab mounted 
foederati who served as an auxiliary to the Roman army in Bostra and elsewhere, since 
Latin remained the language of the military. Another way Latin may have proved influential 
was through law, inasmuch as fourth- and fifth-century imperial decrees and even some of 
68. Remus, “End of ‘Paganism’?,” 198. 
69. The Codex of Justinian: A New Annotated Translation, with Parallel Latin and Greek Text, tr. F. H. Blume et 
al., ed. B. W. Frier, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2016), 3: 17 (1.5.19): “All provisions, moreover, that 
Our constitutions have established concerning the punishments of pagans (paganorum), Manichaeans, Borborites, 
Samaritans . . . are by this Our law confirmed and shall remain in force forever.”
70. J. Lagouanère, “Uses and Meanings of ‘Paganus’ in the Works of Saint Augustine,” in Pagans and 
Christians in the Late Roman Empire: New Evidence, New Approaches (4th–8th Centuries), ed. M. Sághy and 
E. M. Schoolman (Budapest: Central European Univ. Press, 2018), 105–18.
71. J. J. O’Donnell, “Paganus,” Classical Folia 31 (1977): 163–69; A. Cameron, The Last Pagans of Rome 
(New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2011), chap. 1; Remus, “End of ‘Paganism’?,” 198–200.
72. A. Jeffery, The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qurʾān (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1938), 195. Jeffery assumed 
that the word came into Arabic via Greek or Aramaic, but it could have come directly from Latin, which was 
the language of some imperial law and of the Roman army even in the East. Other direct loans include balad 
from palatium, dīnār from denarius, qamīṣ from camisia, qaṣr from castrum, qinṭār from centenarium, rūm from 
Romanus, sijill from sigillum, and qilar from cellarium. Given these direct loans, it cannot be ruled out that there 
might also be Latin loanshifts, which are much harder to detect.
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the sixth-century Code of Justinian were still issued in Latin as well as Greek in the sixth 
century. 73
ConClusion
I have argued that kāfir in the Quran for the most part does not mean “unbeliever” or 
“infidel.” In most of our examples, a lack of belief is not at stake. Rather, kāfir is a poly-
semous term that has a wide range of meanings, including “peasant,” “pagan,” “libertine,” 
“rebel,” and “blasphemer.” These are discernible if we look at the parallelisms, synonyms, 
and antonyms with which quranic verses surround this noun. I understand the impulse of 
translators to use “unbeliever” for kāfir, and, of course, the term sometimes does mean just 
that. Moreover, the condemnations of pagan belief and practice, while often made with other 
terms, could be seen to imply unbelief at some meta level. I argue, however, that limiting the 
meaning of the root so severely causes us to miss a rich set of other connotations that give 
us a rounder idea of the Quran’s intent. 
The widespread assumption that k-f-r primarily means “to reject, deny, disbelieve” derives 
from a failure to distinguish between two distinct forms of the verb, the idiomatic phrasal 
verb kafara bi- and its verbal noun kāfir bi- and the simple intransitive verb kafara and the 
noun (which does not take an object) kāfir. Kafara bi- and its verbal noun do indeed have 
to do with denying, rejecting, and disbelieving. The simple intransitive verb kafara and its 
deverbal nouns, however, exhibit an extensive polysemy with “to reject” being only one of 
the meanings. This finding is of great importance to commentators on and translators of the 
Quran.
I have suggested that the bilingual lives of many Arabic speakers in and on the fringes of 
the Roman empire over hundreds of years (Arabic-Aramaic and Arabic-Greek) contributed 
to this polysemy, through the phenomenon of the loanshift. The Latin paganus, which came 
to have the connotation both of “rustic” and “polytheist” in the fifth and sixth centuries, 
may well lie behind al-Ḥadīd 57:20, which refers to kuffār as peasants happy to see rain 
and greenery. At the same time, the quranic term is clearly also used to refer to polytheists. 
Ṣād 38:5 reports of the kāfirūn that they rejected the notion that the many gods could merge 
into only one, while al-Baqara 2:257 says that those who kafarū had taken the deity or idol 
Ṭāghūt for their patron instead of God. Āl ʿImrām 3:151 menaces these pagans with hellfire 
for having made God part of a pantheon (ashrakū). While it is not impossible that Arabic 
independently invented a connection between farmers and polytheists, Occam’s razor would 
suggest that we instead posit that Arabic was influenced by late antique Roman Christian 
usage, which was embedded in imperial laws applying to Arabophone citizens of the empire. 
In any case, far from being deniers or nihilists, the pagans are admitted to believe in their 
own religion (dīn) and to have faith (īmānuhum) in it. It is simply a false religion. Kafara 
thus has a positive valence that “to disbelieve” does not capture, even if the latter is not ulti-
mately an incorrect characterization of the quranic view of the pagans.
Of course, the term most often has negative connotations. It is equated in several verses 
to moral turpitude. Where the root k-f-r has to do with impiety or impious, immoral actions, 
it may be a loanshift for the Greek ἀσέβεια or impiety, a term often applied to pagans by 
Christian polemicists in late antiquity. I argue that in the story of the demons’ perversion of 
the divine teachings of Haurvatāt and Ameretāt, the root k-f-r means “to blaspheme.” This 
sense of “to blaspheme” or “to rebel” is also apparent in al-Baqara 2:34, which tells the 
73. The Codex of Justinian, esp. book one.
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story of the Devil’s refusal to obey God’s order that he bow to Adam. In neither instance are 
the miscreants guilty of disbelieving anything. In al-Shuʿarāʾ 26:18, this term is put into the 
mouth of Pharaoh when he is clearly scolding Moses for his ingratitude. In some instances, 
those characterized by k-f-r are accused of ingratitude to God. This connotation has parallels 
with the Syriac use of the root, though the polysemy of the Arabic terms derived from this 
root is so great as to argue against seeing it solely through the lens of Syriac Christian texts. 
I have argued a further distinction, one between the verb kafara (which can be used with 
regard to any group of human beings, including monotheistic communities) and the plural 
deverbal noun kāfirūn. This noun refers to a reified social group, that is, the pagans. Thus, 
in al-Kāfirūn 109:6, Muḥammad addresses the kāfirūn, saying that he does not worship what 
they worship and that they have their religion and he has his. In contrast, al-ʿAnkabūt 29:46 
instructs the believers in Muḥammad’s mission to address the people of the Book and say, 
“We believe in the revelation sent down to us, and the revelation sent down to you; our God 
and your God is one, and to him we have submitted.” 
Whereas the noun has a sociological function in demarcating a group of people with 
a polytheistic faith, the verb is more analogous to “to sin,” in involving actions that even 
monotheists can commit. Idiosyncratic polysemy of this sort is produced by the divergence 
of the verb from its deverbal noun. Thus, when some of Muḥammad’s believers declined 
to come out of Medina and defend the city at Uḥud, they had committed kufr (Āl ʿImrān 
3:167) or shown bad faith on that occasion, but it would be nonsensical to call them infidels. 
Likewise, in the same sura God promises Jesus (3:55) that his followers, the Christians, will 
always be superior to the pagans right until the judgment day.
There are three main circumstances in which the verb kafara characterizes monotheists 
in the Quran. The first is where a subset of them ally politically with the Meccan pagans 
and become military foes of Muḥammad’s believers, becoming “those who paganized from 
among the people of the book.” The second is where monotheists have committed a seri-
ous offense, such as disobedience, blasphemy, corruption, impiety, or another moral lapse. 
The third is where they apostatized, reverting to paganism, or where they adopted beliefs 
so incompatible with monotheism as to have departed into a paganizing heresy, as with the 
“Collyridian” Christians who made Jesus and Mary gods and appear to have exalted them 
above God the father. 
I conclude that the noun kāfir is in general best translated as “pagan” rather than “infidel,” 
in acknowledgment that it is used in the Quran in the main to refer to provincial polytheists. 
My finding of substantial polysemy in the root k-f-r, however, also suggests that in many 
instances the best translation will derive from context, and that derivatives should not be 
rendered uniformly. Given the new understanding of the linguistic situation in Transjordan 
afforded us by the Petra papyri and rock inscriptions, it is now important to look for Greek, 
as well as Aramaic, loanshifts when considering the meaning of Arabic theological terms, 
and I have suggested that some of the polysemy we see in k-f-r may derive from the other 
languages late antique Arabic speakers cultivated.
